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Letters
Voices ofColumbia CONCOR 1CONCORD
On an article from last year's final issue
concord@luthersem. edu
AJournalistic Ministry ofStudents at Luther Seminary Columbian Delegation Visits Luther"   651. 647. 1105
October 23, 2002 St Paul, Minnesota volume 32, Number 3
Thank you so very much for this article on
Colombia. I am a Lutheran Pastor from Colombia Managing Editor
now serving First Lutheran Church in Sioux Falls,   Robert 0. Smith + M.Dir. Senior
SD.
Layout& DesinWe desperately need the advocacy of people like Y g
1you given the unprecedented political, economic Dan Ruen + M.Div.Middlei
and social chaos and violence taking place in
Colombia. Our resolutions on Colombia from the The Concord is a bi-weekly
ELCA Global Mission Board, our South Dakota publication prepared by students
yam
Synod, and the Southeastern Minnesota Synod are at Luther Seminary, 2481 Como
already some steps toward this advocacy but unless Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 55108 and
reflects no official position of
we act, it will only be a good intention. 
Luther Seminary or the Evangelical
yThank you again for this article which helps
Lutheran Church in America
yi
z    ,,"
j, us break the silence. I will be more than happy   ( ELCA). The Concordia distributed
to contribute further articles if you provide us the
solely in an electronic format.
opportunity.       2002- 2003, Luther Seminary. All
Peace in Jesus name!  rights reserved.
Rev. Natanae1 Liz Permission is given for theara
xx
zo
duplication of this publication
for the personal use of persons
associated with Luther Seminary.A prayer from the mother ofPatMcCormack, MDiv Jr.+
No other use is allowed without
y the expressed written consent ofThere' s work to do, deadlines to meet,
t , ate the publisher,  Luther Seminary.You' ve got not ime tospare, Questions and comments may beBut as you hurry and scurry, directed to the Managing Editor at
ASAP— Always Say A Prayerer
l       
651) 641- 3260.   
Readers are encouraged to
IN the midst of family chaos,       interact with The Concord in a
Quality time" is rare.      variety of ways.  Articles andCONC0_XDXD:  0n the Inside Do your best; Let God do the rest,  Letters to the Editor' are welcomed,
ASAP— Always Say A Prayer as are less formal responses
offered through our website. All
Judaism, Christianity BobWaterman' s It may seem like your worries submissions should include the
and Islam:      Take on the
Are more than you can bear. author' s name, telephone number
Slow down and take a breather.3 , if applicable, class standing.
Let' s All Praise the Lord 16      "Cult o,fLiberalism"       ASAP— Always Say A Prayer Submissions should be received
in our mailbox in the Olson
God knows how how stressful life is,       Campus Center( 701), at our office
Special Section:     Pra in or Peace Gullixson 101 or by e-mail.he wants to ease our cares.     
The Managing Editor reser ds7Public Protestants-       17 in the Midst ofWar: And he' ll respond to all your needs.  e right to publish,  edit,  orDissent and Discipleship What About the Soldiers?    ASAP— Always Say A Praver egard all submissions.
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l praise
end. Since 9/ 11 of 2001, I have spoken to more than 50 groups of Christians on the
FatherAbraham had many sons;  topics of Islam and Muslim-Christian relations.
and many sons hadfather Abraham ...       With every group, I' ve made it a point to make sure they realize that, in relation to
As Dr. Fretheim reminded us in chapel a week or so ago, when Islam and Judaism, Christianity is the `odd man out.' We' re the ones with these bizarre
Abraham makes the cover of Time magazine as a possible nexus of claims that a person who walked and talked and ate with us( outsider sinners) is God.
peace between Judaism Christianity and Islam, we ought to sit up While we are children of Abraham, this is a spiritual relationship rather than a genetic
and take notice.     one! While most of us know this on a cognitive level, it is still a struggle for most of us
Fretheim made this reference to the Sept. 30 issue of Time to begin to realize it in our concrete actions in the world.
his sermon on the promises made to Hagar, the mother of Ishmael Our tradition has even tried to make Paul into a paragon by virtue of his methods
in Genesis 16: " The angel of the LORD also said to her, ` I will so greatly multiply your of converting Jews to Christianity. Unfortunately for Constantinian Christendom,
offspring that they cannot be counted for multitude"'( v. 16).       however, that wasn' t quite Paul' s aim, especially when he was writing to Gentiles in
Yes, the promise made to Hagar and Ishmael is secondary to the covenant made Rome. As Bertold Klappert has written," Romans 11. 25 in no way speaks of the coming
through Sarah and Isaac, but they are promises nonetheless! The proclamation of entrance of the whole of Israel into the Church, but to the contrary, of the entrance of the
Fretheim' s sermon was that God indeed keeps his promises. The catch was that God' s eschatological, full number of heathen into the elect people of Israel."
promise to Ishmael is just as enduring as God' s promise to Israel and ... us.  We Gentile Christians are recipients of a new testament, a new promise— yes! But we
are derivative recipients of this promise, not its primary goal. In terms of primacy, both
and I am one ofthem, and so are you ...    Isaac and Ishmael infinitely surpass our claims.
The proclamation of the faithfulness of God to promises made to Ishmael may seem Therefore, we must enter into this relationship with humility and gratefulness, know-
anathema to many in our American Christian communities. On some level, the majority ing that we have no claim whatsoever to its benefits— aside from the blood of the Lamb.
of Americans understand themselves to be engaged in a struggle against Islam, just as While in spiritual terms this covenant is immutable, it earthly terms it is less than tenu-
Islam has declared ajihad on us.       ous.
And, believe it or not, they still think that even if they' re told that jihad doesn' t As children of Abraham through adoption— with both our beloved status and our
simply translate to ` holy war'! ( This is Samuel Huntington' s prophecy of a Clash of youthful exuberance— we must remove ourselves from the center of the conversation.
Civilizations in all its self-fulfilled glory.)     This is the possibility of ecstasy that comes from ex-stasis( being out of place, knocked
To most American Christians, the suggestion that the success of the Islamic world out of complacency).
past and present) has anything to do with God' s promises to Ishmael is ludicrous! The Only then will we be able to realize that this is God' s mission and not our own— with
audacity of that claim would seem to be matched only by its ` un-American' character.   us as the object of missio Dei rather than its subject. Only then will we be able to move
As a result of our present worldly power, Christians( of a Western bent, at least) have beyond ourselves.
understood themselves to be at the center or at least at the ultimate end( telos) of` salva-
tion history'. We are the apple of God' s eye. All of this, ultimately, was for us.
In response to this worldly Christian power gone awry in the Holocaust of WWII,    ovetseas Joutnawe minted a new adjective—` Judeo-Christian'— and graciously grafted our Abrahamic
brothers and sisters into our mighty root. Denmark: Why I am Here—by Brett Jorgensen
Since Islam came after Christianity, Muslims can' t be included in this `Judea- Chris-
tian' parlance ( unless they convert, that is). While the insistence on the primacy of
The program in which I am participating is called Church and Culture: In Missiologi-
Christianity in relation to Judaism is performatively enacted in worldly power, this
cal Perspective. It is a program taught exclusively in English and in order to be accepted
insistence on the primacy of Christianity vis- a- vis Islam is based solely on the accidents
to the program one must 1) pass the TOEFL if English is not one' s mother tongue and
chronological history.   
2) have had two years of theological training. ( I had only one year of theological train-
To say such things, however, is to set ourselves up as arbiters of God' s will. We are
ing—my first year at Luther, but the Faculty of Theology was willing to waive this
the ones who decide who' s in and who' s out. 
requirement since I already had a bachelor' s degree.) The Faculty of Theology at the
University of Copenhagen offers this program every other year( i.e. the even years) to
so let's all praise the LORD! students, pastors, and theologically trained individuals from around the world, and its
The audacity of Christian claims has no
focus is mission. ( I discovered the program
Continued on next page in the Luther 2001- 03 Catalog— program Continued on next page
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title is different in the Catalog, and it sparked in me an interest to pursue, apply, and September and apply it to our local contexts. I am using the context of my home con-
partake in the program.) gregation in Blair( NE).
11 individuals are participating with me in the program from seven different coun-     Contact students within the School of Theology are available to us to ask questions
tries. Three are from Tanzania, Two are from Hong Kong, Two are from the Philip-  and help us feel welcome in Denmark.
pines, and one individual is represented from Malaysia, Armenia, Romania, and Nepal.     Also, they have organized weekend excursions for us. During the first weekend in
Four of us twelve are women, and they all stand less than 5 feet tall. Their height is September, we traveled to a boarding school in the countryside of mid-Zealand for a
the ongoing butt of some my classmates' jokes. The jokes are nothing vicious and are retreat.
done in good humor. Of the seven other gentlemen, I live in a house with five of them Our program director, the contact students, and all of us in the Church and Culture
in Soborg ( pronounced SUE-bor)— one from Malaysia, three from Tanzania, and one program spent a relaxing weekend going on nature walks, eating a lot of good Danish
from the Philippines. One of the Tanzanians is a Masai, and the conversations have been food, partaking in a culture night in which everyone shared something( i.e. song, poem,
very interesting.  dance, etc.) from his/her home country, worshipping, singing songs, and playing soccer.
Living in the house has been good, but we have been vandalized twice. During the The boys from the boarding school challenged us to a soccer game Sunday morning,
second week of our residence, someone professionally broke into our house with glass and they didn' t know what hit them We won 17- 8, for Attila, the Romanian, was a stud
cutters, but fortunately, nothing was taken. Two weeks ago, our bike was stolen. John-  between the pipes.
son ( the Filipino) came back to the house from the grocery store on our bike. He left The most recent excursion occurred during the first weekend in October. We went to
the bike in the driveway to put his groceries away, and when he returned, the bike was Odense( pronounced OOH- then- se) to visit churches and ministries, to worship at vari-
gone. Normally the neighborhood is very safe, especially since the pastor who lived in ous churches, and to visit the touristy parts of Odense. We went to a Catholic vespers
the house the 12 previous years experienced no vandalism of any kind. We wonder if late Saturday afternoon. Although it was in Danish, Gregorian chant was used with
being foreigners has something to do with it.  women and men alternating their monophonic chant. The voices resonated so beauti-
Back to the program... The program began on August 15th with a two intensive fully in the Gothic-style Catholic Church. Dr. Westermeyer would have loved it.
course taught by Chuck Van Engen, professor of mission at Fuller Theological Semi-     After vespers, we partook in a service sponsored by the refugee ministry in Odense.
nary in Pasadena, CA. We used his book God's Missionary People: The Local Con-  Many nations were represented at the 2-hour service, and the lessons were read in
gregation as Mission as a textbook and covered one or two of his chapters every day.  Arabic, Armenian, English, and Danish. Then, on Sunday, we visited Hans Christian
Chuck is a very dynamic lecturer who has a booming voice and many, many stories to Andersen' s home ( i.e. flat) and museum. Most of Luther Seminary' s dorm rooms are
share. He grew up in Mexico, for his parents were missionaries there. This is where his bigger than the flat he lived in. Following the museum tour, we visited Den Fynske
missional focus took root. In addition to the folks in the Church and Culture program,  Landsby, an outdoor museum of a reconstructed farm town in historical Denmark. The
local pastors, lay persons from local congregations, and students participated in the place was absolutely beautiful, and it has an outdoor Greek- style theatre where some
class. The discussions were lively, and the introduction to the Danish church and its of Hans Christian Andersen' s fairy tales were theatrically presented ( only during the
context was very enlightening. summer, though).
The second portion of the program began on September 21d with four classes—     When we are not being invited to Danish congregations, many of us have been attend-
Grundtvig, Kierkegaard, Globalization at the Beginning of the 3rd Millennium, and ing the International Church of Copenhagen( ICC), an English-speaking church which
Doing Missiology in Context. Only the folks in the Church and Culture program as well holds their worship services at Set. Andreas Kirke( St. Andrews Church) in downtown
as a handful of students from the theology department are participating in the classes.    Copenhagen. ICC was originally organized as the American Lutheran Church in 1961
The classes will conclude on the 141 of November, and the only requirement for to minister to the large number of Americans who had moved to Denmark. Today, it
the program besides class readings, class lectures, and class discussions is a 10- 12 is a multicultural and ecumenical Christian community whose members and visitors
page paper. Our papers are due on November 11t and will then present them to each come from over 25 different nations. It is still English-speaking, and although the
other from November 101 to the 131. ( Our program concludes officially on the
151
of congregation' s ties with the ELCA remain an essential part of its identity, the name ICC
November.)      was chosen to reflect the international and interdenominational nature of the church' s
The focus of the paper is mission in a local context. We are to utilize any of the mate-  mission.
rial from the two-week August course, the supplemental readings listed for the course,     The week of October 131' is holiday. I will be traveling to various parts of Denmark,
and/ or from the four classes that began in
Continued on nest Page
and I will let you know the details when I return. Until then, God bless.
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Amjad®Ali on Iraq America' s Soul Continuedfrom previous page Amj ad-Ali
By Robert O. Smith sense, it gave us a new entry into a bipolarity which we had lost in 1989/ 1990. I think it
Managing Editor, The Concord was a revival of the bipolarity."
During our last issue, The Concord published a story
Amjad-Ali asserted as well that this bipolarity accounts for our nation' s moves
p
against Iraq." Now, Saddam Hussein is part of that bipolarity," he said." He is the fourthdetailing many professors'  perspectives on seminary head of the Hydra which has sprung up because we have not been able to deal with the
education following 9/ 11.  Not surprisingly,  one of first three very well and we have not been able to get the security we want."
those interviews— that with Charles Amjad-Ali, Martin
For Amjad-Ali, our moves against Iraq lay bare the impotence of the AmericanLuther King Jr. Professor for Justice and Christian Com- 
A"    ;
response to 9/ 11." After a year of the power and might of America at full flow, we find
munity— spun wildly out of control into a discussion of that this has killed quite a few of them but has not controlled the problem," he said." As
contemporary American politics and foreign policy.
Luckily, I had the tape rolling. Here are his thoughts.      
a matter of fact, right now, they are more dangerous because they are more hidden than
they were when we knew they were sitting in Afghanistan. So, in a sense, I believe that
Fortunately or unfortunately, I was one of the few
Dr. Charles Amjad-Ali the Iraq move is to divert the nation from the failure of this process."
people who had some clue to both who the people were and what they were after,"     
This fits a pattern of contemporary American history. " When we failed in Vietnam,
Amjad-Ali said of his experience on 9/ 11." From 11 Sept. to 30 Sept., which was when
the only thing we had was Grenada," Amjad-Ali said. " Now we' re going to go after
I went into the hospital the first time, I did something like 42 talks— from soundbites
Iraq, which we know does nothave the power. We hyperbolized his power in 1991 and
which were two minutes, somebody calling me from New York for a radio station— to
now he' s even weaker than in 1991. This is a necessary hyperbole that made Grenada
presentations over a period of time."   
work. We were successful! We need new certitudes of power."
Dr. Amjad-Ali had been scheduled for some time to give a series of talks about Islam
This approach to foreign policy, to Amjad-Ali' s mind, has ramifications for thinking
at Central Lutheran church. The series began on Sept. 16, 2001, the first Sunday after
about justice in the American domestic context. " The other effect that' s going to take
9/ 11.      
place for Americans everywhere is the increase in defense spending; the cost of that
In my classes here, everybody wanted to ask my take on it," he added." In a sense, it
shift is going to be on the poor and the people we' re not paying attention to," he said.
The ultimate bearers of the brunt of this terror are going to be the poor and dislocated in
was thrust upon me— one of the classes was on Islam and the other was not. The other
this country who will have less and less because more and more will be put into arms.
was on religion and politics and both of my classes got caught in this subject."       Aside from the terribly concrete ramifications of the will for war, Amjad-Ali alsoAmjad-Ali sees the experience of 9/ 11 as having far-reaching effects on the Ameri-
can
sees ramifications for the America psyche. " America is living a schizophrenic exis-
tence,
ethos. " I think we have a threefold crisis: 
tence, where it sees itself as David and keeps generating Goliaths all over the place,One, the security which we took for granted was shattered. The concept of valuer-  
standing there with a sword and shield," he said. " The reason we want to be David is
ability, which has not been part of the vocabulary in American politics and American because that' s the moral ground to hold."
social thought and American cultural jargon, was all of a sudden the central point.
Two, there were two possible responses to this. You could have seen vulnerability
This image may not be one of reality, however. " On the other hand, our action in all
as a creative moment or you wanted to preserve your old security which was shattered.  
global movements is that we are the Goliath who is challenging anybody and everybody
We looked for ways of securing that old security rather than looking for new ways of
who comes our way: ` Send me any of your biggest men and I will destroy them.' The
approaching the character of American society within this vulnerability, for there really
problem is that they might start sending their Davids against us.
is no security at the end of the day.
You have to put those imageries very clearly," Amjad-Ali insisted." America has to
The third thing that happened which actually affected our teaching context was
be clear about what it wants to be, the Goliath or the David. If it is the David, it has to
that we had the old ghost of the Cold War—in which we had an enemy that made life
be willing to suffer at the hand of the king."
simple for us— revived very quickly. It was revived in a multi-headed demon, a Hydra.     
In all of this, Amjad-Ali understands some of the most basic characteristics of the
So you had terrorism, you had Arabs ( whether Pakistani, Egyptian or whatever). This
U.S. to be under attack. " I think we are fundamentally destroying some central tenets
was a means of essentializing the enemy:   
of America' s psyche," he said. " There is a serious curb on critical thought right now
All Muslims are...' ` All Arabs are...' In a Continued on next page
because critical thought is seen as ` anti-     Continued on next page
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Continuedfrom Previous page Amjad-Ali Continuedfrom previous page Phillip Baker
American.' So if you say," look: this is anti-democratic,' people say that you are anti-  mission is not efficient— the cross will not sell!"
American!   Baker insists that this model, while proven profitable in business, is not appropriate
Freedom and democracy are being sacrificed for the sake of security," he continued.  for the church. " It comes out in such things as ` Don' t spend your time— waste your
We are bringing in institutions and structures which will have long-term effects on the time— with inactives'," he said, referencing some approaches to inactive members.
character of American expression. As a citizen of the world, as a democratic nation, as a It comes out in a variety of ways like church marketing," he added. " And I think
nation that cultivates dissent, as a nation with true justice— if security becomes our only it ultimately ends in us trying to recapture the Christendom church which is dead and
dominant pattern, all of these things are sacrificed."  needs to be given a decent burial se we can get on to the newness of life."
Ultimately, these changes begin to shape our mission as a church in this context.     These convictions regarding the mission and purpose of the church necessarily
With the security structure, you build the metaphor of a fort—but people forget that impact the shape of seminary education. Speaking of his own school, Southern, Baker
the fort is not just protection from outside: it also prevents you from going out," he said.  commented on how the decision was made to pursue a more `missional' understanding
This is fundamentally against the church' s theology, against the missiological dimen-  of the church. Luther Seminary has begun a similar program of discernment.
sion of faithfulness."       If we are going to be a seminary which is training missional people in missional
The stronger the fort, the less contact one has with the world. "To build higher walls ministry, we need to have people who are competent in this area," Baker said of the
so nobody gets in give you less chance of going out," Amjad-Ali concluded." This goes seminary' s discernment of this need. " Now, students cannot get out of the M.Div.
against the Gospel of Christ."  program without having a course in North American Missiology— they must take this
requirement, along with ecumenical theology."
Baker Discusses Church Idealism Peace
For Baker, this understanding of missiology extends even to parish administration.
Last week, for example, I looked at one aspect of the constitution," he said of his
By Robert O. Smith classroom teaching. " Something that most people don' t realize is that the constitution
Managing Editor, The Concord does not mandate all the committees we have. The constitution asks for free-standing
committees."
On Monday, Oct. 7, the Rev. Dr. Phillip Baker delivered Is this the constitution for Southern Seminary?" No! The Constitution of the ELCA
the latest installment in the Andrew S. Burgess Lectures and the Model Constitution for Congregations do not say you have to have the stew-
in Global Mission. Associate Professor of Missiologyands .. ardship committee and the evangelism committee, etc.!" he said. " It says you have to
Evangelism at Lutheran Theological Southern Seminary in have a mutual ministry corrurnttee, you have to have an audit committee, and on an
Columbia, S. C., Baker spoke on the state of Christian oris-  as- needed basis you have to have a call committee: that' s it! The rest can be organized
sion under the provocative title, " Mission Evangelism and for mission."
the `McDonaldization' of the Church in North America."      Baker therefore encourages his students to look at their congregational structures in
Shortly after his lecture, Baker sat down with The Con-  light of mission. " You can' t change everything, but you can change the direction," he
cord to elaborate on his theme and its ramifications for the said. " One of the things you can do is quit talking about committees: you don' t have
preparation of future pastors through theological educa-  committees, you have ministry teams. Language both forms as well as conforms us."
tion.  When Baker speaks with congregations, he always asks them one question: " If this
In the lecture, Baker presented a comprehensive critique of many contemporary ways congregation ceases to exist, what difference would that make to anyone except its
of conceiving the church in America." What I' m primarily focusing on is how we in the members?"
church have tended to buy into efficiency, predictability, calculability, and control," he This can be a critical question for a congregation. " If it doesn' t make any difference
said, noting the four characteristics of the business model propagated by the fast- food to its location, its context, then you' re not involved in mission," Baker insists. " You' re
chain McDonald' s.      involved in maintaining that which you have and ministering to the people, but Chris-
Baker is afraid that church decisions will be dominated by insistence on efficiency.  tian mission isn' t to us— it' s to the,,vorld."
As he proclaimed in his lecture: " God' s Continued on next Page This mention of the world brought our
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page Phillip Baker An Open Letter from the GTU Presidents
conversation to another confrontational aspect of Baker' s lecture, his assertion that the to Leaders of Our Religious Communities
U.S. is not a Christian nation, but is instead pagan." What does it mean to be a Christian
October 2002
society? What are you talking about?" Baker said when asked how he approaches this
subject in conversations.   Dear Friends:
He noted that the answer is something like this: " Well, we have good moral values;     We write to our fellow religious leaders as Presidents of the nine member schools of
we believe in independence and such." The problem with that, according to Baker, is the Graduate Theological Union and as the President of that Union. We are diverse in
this: " Independence is not a Christian value, interdependence is."   
our religious beliefs. We differ from one another in our political stands on many issues.Baker sees challenging the pervasive notion that America is a Christian nation as" an But we share a sense of concern and even alarm about the political and spiritual situa-
ongoing battle." Besides, he was sure to tell me, the assertion that America was pagan tion as our nation seems to be preparing for war with Iraq. Given the gravity of the steps
wasn' t his. He was just quoting from Lesslie Newbigin!     
soon to be taken significant discussion is needed in our religious communities. The ethi-
Such a critique of American culture can often bring strong responses that can be cen-  
cal and spiritual witness of our faith traditions must be spoken in the public square.
tered on very concrete concerns.  Our religious traditions share a strong presumption against war, especially against aAs Baker says, for example," Flags do not have a place in our sanctuaries; maybe in
so- called" first strike" or" preemptive strike". Even those churches that allow for the
our narthexes, maybe in our fellowship halls, but not in our sanctuaries."  
possibility of just war insist that there must be adequate grounds for this resort to vio-Such a position arises from a very particular conviction. " As Christians, our first lence. But in addition just war theory requires the assurance that the war itself can be
allegiance is not to this country," he said. ' We are citizens of a commonwealth which
waged in an appropriate way-that the war does not target innocent civilians, especiallyis not of this country."   
children.
As a Christian, Baker believes that there are times when he must raise his voice
We do not think the American people have heard enough in detail to argue that war
against American policy. As long as we hold in our denomination to war needing to fit is the only solution for dealing with the threat that Iraq may pose to other nations. Nor
the just war theory, we cannot support preemptive strikes," he offered as an example.  have we heard discussion from our leaders about how such a war could be waged that
Where does that put us? We are a contra voice."     
will not target civilians in bombing or other offensive actions. Our allies have beenSince Baker is not afraid to be thought of as a critical voice, his support for student
more badgered to" fall in line" than been offered a chance to give their counsel. When
activism is unwavering. " I was involved in student activism in the ' 60s when I was in
wars are waged, it must be with more than a patriotic sense of support for our nation.
college and seminary," he said. Baker recounted this memory from when his oldest People need to be aware of the violence that will ensue and sober about the cost of such
daughter went off to college: " As an old protest organizer, Janelle, let me tell you a few
a war and the casualties that our own troops may experience. We have heard nothing
things you need to be aware of and, then, go for it!"  
about how our leaders intend to deal with a defeated Iraq or what kind of governmentIn Baker' s mind, activism is important for the church. "Those of us who have gotten
would be installed to follow Saddam Hussein. We should not put our hand to the plow
older and more cynical need your idealism to hold us back and pull us back and lift up
until we are confident that we are planting seeds of lasting peace.
Baker reminisced
the mirror beforeus," he said.     We GTU Presidents grieved with all Americans at the attacks on New York and
about his years in seminary. " I was fighting some of the same Washington one year ago. In the aftermath of September 11, we welcomed the fresh
battles then— with the Department of Evangelism of the old American Lutheran
stirrings of concern for the common good. Yet now we fear that the broad support for
Church— that I fight with the current Department of Evangelism of the Evangelical
our national leadership in that earlier crisis has preempted religious communities fromLutheran Church, except I' ve gotten older!" he said. Now I wear hearing aids, but the
asking the hard questions that people of faith who love their country must always be freefight is still the fight.    
to ask. For the many signs of leadership on this issue in our religious communities weWe need you to continue to challenge," he continued. " Hopefully, we might have give thanks. We know that you are preaching, and teaching, and ram We urgently
some words of wisdom along the line as well, but we need your challenge, we need your




need good teaching and wise preaching that can create a climate or moral discernment
And I don' t mean idealism in a bad sense: it' s about that in which we believe and
in which the many questions about this war can be explored.
stand."       
We urge you to use your leadership to
Continued on next rage
seek the things that make for peace.  We




Continuedfrom previous page Clergy Dissent
urge you to use your voice and your influence to make our local religious communities Leaders' Voices Rise on Iraq" subtitled " Most Question U.S. Moves Toward War"
places of prayer for peace and of lively discussion about the right course for our country and, to no one' s surprise)" but Evangelicals Embrace Bush Policy as Assault on Evil."
to take. We urge deeper understanding of the peoples and religions of the Middle East-  Broadway quotes the head of the National Association of Evangelicals, " the president
and that the religious communities take a leading role in creating such a climate.  has articulated a faith much like our own, [ and] a stated belief in Jesus Christ and the
Many of our faculty and students are signing statements voicing their concerns. We existence of` evil' in the form of people like Hussein" and the leading Southern Baptist
are gathering our communities and our whole consortium for several events that will Convention spokesman( he supports` whatever military means are necessary.")
better inform us and allow ethical discernment and theological deliberation to take place For the rest, subheads report on a" Broad Spectrum of Opinion" and" An Ecumenical
here. We offer our willingness and the resources of our schools to work with you to help Consensus." The article cites questioning by the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops,
such activities flourish in our churches. As our country deliberates, may it be guided by the presiding bishop of the Episcopal Church and of the Evangelical Lutheran Church,
an informed and reflective citizenry rather than an intimidated or indifferent people.      among others. Contra The Wall Street Journal report, there is very slight mention of the
With respect and deep concern,      United Nations, though it is sometimes implied in the critiques of unilateralism. Instead
The Rev. Dr. Philip W. Butin, San Francisco Theological Seminary there is reference to" just war;" concern for the vast majority of innocent Iraqi people,
Fr. William Cieslak, OFM, Cap., Franciscan School of Theology who would suffer most; critique of" blind support" of presidential powers; " the moral
Fr. Joseph P. Daoust, SJ, Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley dimension of using military force;" concern that" moral reflection" has not yet occurred
Dr. James A. Donahue, Graduate Theological Union or been encouraged; fear of what a unilateral attack would do to American credibility
Dr. Timothy F. Lull, Pacific Lutheran Theological Seminary and Iraqi and American civilization; the biblical words of Jesus; whether all nonviolent
Dr. William McKinney, Pacific School of Religion means have been exhausted; that military action be defensive (" just war"); whether a
Dr. Donn F. Morgan, Church Divinity School of the Pacific decision as to the justness of a war should be in the hands of a single individual; and
Dr. Rebecca Parker, Starr King School for the Ministry calls to make counter-terrorism efforts and Arab-Israeli issues the priority concerns.
Fr. Gregory Rocca, OP, Dominican School of Philosophy and Theology Not a single quoted leader wanted to underestimate the evil of the Hussein regime or
Dr. Keith A. Russell, American Baptist Seminary of the West the potential for destruction. No one is reported as expecting the Bush administration
to pay attention to the voices of religious questioning.
When war impinges, as in this. case; only supportive religious leaders are heeded,
Martin Marty on Dissenting Clergy cited, and responded to. We' ll stay alert.
By Martin E. Marty
Sightings, The Martin Marty Center The Rise of Student Activism
The University of Chicago
By Corinne Johnson
These days and weeks U. S. citizens are largely bystanders as the administration
StaffWriter, The Concord
most fatefully ponders a religion-laden set of questions as to the when, how and why of When I began my time at seminary in the fall of' 99, there were no student political or
attacking Iraq. No longer are religious leaders silent, as they seemed to be weeks ago.
The Wall Street Journal ( September 26) condensed all issues in an editorial " Way-  
activist organizations on this campus. During the last three years, three separate student
ward Christian Soldiers" subtitled " New church doctrine: Only a U.N. war is a just
political and activist organizations have been founded at Luther Seminary. The trend
war." The Journal people ecumenically fault the Vatican and Protestant conciliar lead-  
began with the founding of Luther Seminary College Republicans ( LSCRs) on March
ership and choose ecumenically to distort their views and concerns.
15, 2001. In the spring of the following year, Integrating Non-Violence into Theologi-
More responsibly, reporter Bill Broadway quotes both sides and— in step with the
cal Education( INViTE) was founded by a concerned group of students. Most recently,
new attention being shown religious leaders— The Washington Post ( September 18)  Advocating
Grace and Participating Equally ( AGAPE), a gay, lesbian, bisexual, and
devoted a full feature a e to " Reli ious
transgender advocacy group, was founded
p g g
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Activism Anyone?    F
continuedfrom previous page Always one for adventure, when
two ministry students here at Luther
The LSCRs are chartered by the Minnesota College Republicans and are a member invited me to attend worship with
organization of the College Republicans National Committee( CRNC).    them on a recent Sunday, I jumped
According to the Luther Seminary College Republicans' constitution, the purpose at the chance. They explained that
of the organization is: -( a) to provide a political home for Republicans on the Luther they liked to visit a wide range
Seminary campus, ( b) to provide a forum for discussion and growth of the Republican of churches to develop any fresh
Party, ( c) to provide services to the Republican Party, including aiding in the election ideas about worship. Not being Lutheran myself, I was unmoved when they indicated
of Republican candidates, and( d) to serve the Lord in mission and evangelism to those we would be visiting North Heights Lutheran Church in Arden Hills. I had read in the
in the political arena."   Metro Lutheran that they were ending their association with the ELCA, but as a non-
The LSCRs have been carrying out these stated purposes this semester by volunteer-  Lutheran that did not really matter to me. I was more wary of the fact they are such a
ing numerous hours campaigning for Republican candidates with a particular empha-  large church. Not being a huge fan of the" mega-church", I proffered that North Heights
sis on electing Norm Coleman to the United States Senate. LSCRs have volunteered must be doing a number of things well or so many would not show up on Sunday.
approximately 50 hours on campaigns this semester at the time of writing this article.     At North Heights we were met by a crowd of fresh faces warmly welcoming us
Currently, the LSCRs have about 30 members.       and treating us to some wonderful music. We were also met by conservatism I am
INViTE is an organization that seeks to promote non-violence and to discuss issues not critical of that however. Certainly, the Lutheran Church has seen conservatism
of non-violence in a theological framework. There were approximately 15 students before. Whether it be the Missouri Synod or Wisconsin Synod wings of the church,
and professors present at the organizational meeting of INViTE. So far this semester,  conservatism is part of the past, present and future of the Lutheran Church. By the end
INViTE has carried out its goals by hosting brief prayer vigils immediately following of the service however, what we were left with had a number of embarrassed members
chapel on Wednesdays.  apologizing for what their minister had just proclaimed." Oh goodness, you are from the
These" Prayers for Peace" last ten minutes and do not impinge upon the Wednesday seminary and what he just said about you", chirped one. And" it' s not usually like this",
Discipleship commitments. The " Prayers for Peace" have been well- attended by both croaked another. Had I gone alone, I might have thought I had merely, misunderstood
students and professors. the proclamations of Pastor Bob Cottingham on the" cult of liberalism."
The newest political and activist organization on this campus is AGAPE. AGAPE IAccording to Cottingham, North Heights was forced to end their association with the
seeks to" talk about ways in which our community can advocate for the full inclusionELCA, not just because of their stand on social issues like abortion and homosexual
of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people in all church vocations" ( Intranet ity, but because the ELCA is part of a" cult of liberalism" that is. eroding the church.'
Announcements, October 8, 2002). AGAPE attracted about a half dozen members to its According to Cottingham, this cult has led to a corrupt Christology where the law is
organizational meeting. It was noted at the meeting that some others could not attend dissolved and its members are left spinning in a heap of moral relativism.
due to their classes meeting at that same time. The membership of AGAPE includes Cottingham' s criticism was generously heaped on Luther Seminary as well. If you
those who are in the GLBT category and those who are sympathetic to its goals.  happen to be a member of the Old Testament faculty at Luther and your ears were
AGAPE made some concrete plans for the activities of the organization. For exam-  burning Sunday morning, it is perhaps because Cottingham was busy quoting you as
ple, following chapel on Friday, October 11, AGAPE handed out rainbow ribbons for an example of this cult. Cottingham quoted an unnamed Old Testament Professor at
National Coming Out Day. Katherine Ewald of AGAPE had also submitted a prayer that " place on the hill- Luther Seminary- who says ` creation is a symbolic myth."'
request in chapel for gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people. Interestingly, Cottingham failed to review any of the conservative Luther faculty in his
What will this dramatic increase in student political and activist organizations mean presentation. Apparently, Cottingham believes education should be only presenting one
for Luther Seminary? Only time will tell. My hope is that it will mean an increased specific viewpoint rather than vigorously examining a number of different viewpoints.
awareness of important issues and greater discussion and debate on this campus. As Faculty should not be allowed to offer differing viewpoints for contemplation in the
Christians and as church professionals we will be called upon often to speak privately educational environment. Of course, such a view is not education, but rather, mind
and publicly about timely issues. Seminary provides us with a training ground for the control. Interestingly enough, this is characteristic of the very cultic behavior of which
various aspects of our future vocations. Increased student activism will provide us with Cottingham goes to great lengths to accuse
greater opportunities to explore this aspect of our callings. 
Continued on next page
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the ELCA. them, on a military post in northern California, so I know the men and women of whom
One wonders then, if the ELCA is really the cult that Pastor Cottingham asserts, why I speak. They are subject to the same sinful desires and failings as you and I. Yet they
has he allowed his people to languish for so long in the clutches of the cult? The more know a different life, because they are asked to voluntarily give of themselves, even to
plausible explanation is one that any active church member is familiar with. Anytime a
the point of death, for the benefit of millions of faceless others. This is a duty they carry
church undertakes a controversial move, some people become disenchanted and leave.  from the moment they swear to serve and protect the United States from all threats for-
Time and again, we have all seen examples of this. From women in the ministry to
eign and domestic, a duty they do not take lightly, though they are given token gratitude
CCM, history has taught us that controversy can be difficult and estrange some mem-  at best by many of us. The threat of war hovers over everything they do, and like many
bers. With that in mind, it is likely that Cottingham is merely shoring up the leaks in the of us here at Luther Seminary, they train and practice for circumstances they hope will
dike with a preemptive strike by publicly casting the shadow of" cult" on the ELCA.  never come to pass. You and I hope and pray that we must never counsel a rape victim
One thing is for sure however, the sniping engaged in by Pastor Cottingham is equally or an abused child; they hope and pray that they are never required to set foot on hostile
unattractive on conservatives as it is on liberals. It also does not serve visitors well.  ground or fire a weapon with intent to kill. Our soldiers train for those circumstances
Rather than focus on what they believe, we were treated to a diatribe on why what others for the same reason we train for our own: because they may happen, because in all
believe is wrong. 
likelihood they will happen. Someone must be prepared to face those circumstances, to
North Heights has every right to examine their own beliefs and speak for themselves.  
preserve and protect the greater good of the United States, much less all of humanity.
I acknowledge that. They have indicated that they have some level of disagreement with To do any less would guarantee our quick and decisive defeat at the hands of those who
the ELCA and have ended their association. Cottingham mentioned that some people seek personal dominion throughout the world.
thought the word" cult" to refer to the ELCA might be a bit strong. Perhaps he should
And it' s not enough to simply say that our soldiers train and serve apart from us, away
learn to listen to the wise counsel of others.   from the life we know here at Luther Seminary, because there are members of our com-
A number of members spoke with us after the service about the active church they munity who are soldiers as well. We have a number of students who have taken the oath
belong to, the evidence of the Holy Spirit in worship and the joy and celebration the to serve as chaplains to our soldiers. These men and women are soldiers as well, and
have found in Christ. It would have been nice to experience some of those things at they go the extra step in their sacrifice for our country by agreeing not only to serve, but
North Heights. I think I would have liked that. to serve with no weapons training, trusting in their assistants for protection while they
carry out the duties to which they are assigned. In addition, there are many people here
at Luther with brothers, sisters, parents, children, or other family and friends who serve
A Prayer for Those Who Serve in active duty or Reserve units. They watch the news with the thought of those loved
ones being put in harm' s way for our protection; should we not pray for the well-being
Scott A. Johnson of their loved ones as well?
M. Div. senior Like it or not, we are presently at war with enemies who would harm us at every
opportunity. We can and should debate the necessities of this war, whether other for-
I've sat in chapel over the past few months and listened as many of you have offered eign countries and their leaders pose a threat great enough to require decisive action.
petitions in chapel regarding the uncertain circumstances in which our nation and our Whether or not we agree with the assessments our own leaders make regarding threats
world stands at the moment. I' ve read reports of our presiding bishop' s visits to Wash-  to our nation, we cannot forget that those threats will be met in whatever fashion is
ington, and I've watched the news reporters as they tell us of the deteriorating situation deemed necessary by real people who deserve our prayers and support as they seek to
in the Middle East. I feel a heavy weight on my heart as I ponder the next year and what carry out their orders in a just, timely, and conscientious manner. The debates over jus-
new struggles and dangers it may bring. But what weighs even heavier on my heart is tice and peace will continue, and we will disagree, vehemently at times, with each other
the fact that we as a faith community are forgetting an element of our society that plays a and with our government, as we continue to live in this tense, uncertain period where
primary role in this situation. Without them, we would not have the freedom to offer our it seems there' s a new danger or prejudice around every corner. But one thing remains
prayers for justice. Without them, our sovereignty would have been violated 1000 times clear: when our nation needs protectors, it calls upon its own to serve, issuing orders that
over in the last 200 years. Without them, the very peace we enjoy in this nation would often lead to injury or even death. Even when those orders may seem unjust to us, the
be a dream given up long, long ago. I speak, of course, of our nations' soldiers, the men ones who carry out those orders seek to do so with as much honor and dignity as they
and women who put their lives on the line for us and for our protection every day. can muster. It seems to me that this sacrifice, flawed though it may be( indeed, every bit
They are not heroes in and of themselves.   as flawed as our own service to our Lord may be), deserves our prayerful support in this
For a short time this summer, I lived among
Continued on next page
community of faith, and throughout the ELCA as well.
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